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The MJiodernPronunciation
DYNELEY

PRINCE,
Ph.D.,
sity, New York City.

THE

of Coptic in the Mass.-By
Professor

J.

in Columbia Univer-

name Copt (PrTTlTOC= A'yror71t,Arabic Qibt, pl. Aqb4t,

vulgar Qibdt) is restricted at the present day to the Eutychian
or Monophysite sect which for centuries has formed the national
Christian Church of Egypt.
This population, which numbers
approximately five hundred thousand, represents the most direct
descendants of the ancient Egyptians, because for religious reasons the Copts have practically abstained from intermarriage
with all alien elements.
There is no ground whatever for the
belief that the ancestors of these people were foreign immigrants
who embraced Christianity after the Mohammedan conquest of
Egypt in 640 A. D. At present the Copts are found in the
greatest numbers in the towns of Negadeh, Luxor, Esneh, Dendera, Girgeh, Tanta, Assiat and Akhmlm, where they are nearly
all engaged in commerce of every description. In fact, they may
be said to resemble in this respect the Armenians of Turkey and
the Jewish communities of other lands.
The Coptic language has been dead as a spoken idiom since
the end of the seventeenth century A. D. About 1680 A. D.
the Dutch traveller Van Sleb mentioned as an extraordinary
fact that he had met an aged man who was still able to speak
The language must have perished as a vernacular, no
Coptic.
doubt dying out very gradually, between the fifteenth and the
seventeenth Christian centuries, because the Arabic historian
Maqrizi remarked in the fifteenth century that the Coptic women
and children of Upper Egypt in his time spoke Coptic almost
There
exclusively, although they also knew Greek perfectly.
can be no doubt, however, that Coptic had begun to take a
secondary place even before the time of Maqrizi, for, as early
as 1393, Coptic manuscripts had marginal notes in Arabic, which
seems to show that the latter language, even at that period, was
recognized as the dominant idiom and had come into very general use.
Although the chief ancient dialects of Coptic were five in
number, we have to reckon in the present treatise only with
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The Upper Egyptian
two, viz. the Sahidic and the Boheiric.
linguistic variations all succumbed before the powerful influence
of the Sahidic idiom, which was at first spoken near Thebes and
eventually was used as a vernacular from Minyeh to the Nubian
border. In the same way the Boheiric, which was originally the
language of the Western Delta, i. e. of Alexandria and its enviThis dialect
rons, soon became the tongue of all Lower Egypt.
eventually displaced even its powerful rival, the Sahidic, and it
remains to-day, all over Egypt, the idiom of the official church
service-books, gospels, etc. The student of modern Coptic pronunciation, therefore, has to deal with Boheiric, but often only
orthographically, for, as will be shown in the following article,
the local peculiarities of utterance have by no means died out.
In this connection should be mentioned the truly excellent
work of my friend, Mr. Claudius Labib, professor in the Orthodox Patriarchal School in Cairo, who is an enthusiast in Coptic
He has actually succeeded in teaching a considerable
studies.
number of young people of both sexes to use the Boheiric Coptic
as a school vernacular, i. e., to understand lectures delivered in
it by himself and others, especially Wahby Bey, the head-master
of the school; and has enabled his pupils to converse with ease
in Coptic on all ordinary subjects. Labib has accomplished this
very largely by the establishment of a Coptic press, whence he
has issued a number of text-books, the most important of which
are his Coptic-Arabic dictionary' (the third volume is now in
preparation), and a series of primers to teach the Arabic-speakBesides these, he is
ing student to express himself in Coptic.
at present engaged in issuing a Coptic edition of the gospels as
Since the great majority of
they are read in the churches.
modern Coptic priests are in no sense scholars and do not even
make a pretence of mastering their religious language grammatically, but are content to read the mass and gospels ceremonially in a parrot-like fashion assisted by a parallel Arabic
translation, the importance of Labib's efforts at education in this
He cannot of course
direction can hardly be overestimated.
in
to
he
as
succeed,
do,
reviving a language which
fondly hopes
has been dead for centuries, any more than the enthusiastic
Cornishmen who have just founded a society in England for the
Dictionnaire Copte-Arabepar C. H. Labib; two vols. Coptic-Arabic,
Cairo, 1216, Year of the Martyrs.
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revival of their ancient national tongue can ever have success.
Labib's work, however, can, and no doubt will, stimulate among
his somewhat lethargic co-religionists,
priests and laymen, a
desire to obtain a real knowledge of the literature of their
ancient tongue.
The present Orthodox Patriarch, Cyril the
Fifth, himself an excellent Coptic scholar and a most enlightened
man, is doing all in his power to further the study of Coptic in
every school in Egypt under the aegis of his church.
Hitherto it has been customary to regard the modern pronunciation of Coptic in the church services as being merely a slovenly
corruption of the original utterances of the language, and consequently as being of little or no importance from a phonetic
No idea could be more erroneous.
In spite of
point of view.
the ignorance of the priesthood, they have for ceremonial reasons
been at great pains to hand down the traditionally correct pronunciation of their religious language.
Indeed, so different to
the intonation of Arabic is the tone of the Coptic as uttered by
the priests of to-day that no one can reasonably assert that
Arabic has had any influence on the pronunciation of the church
In short, we still have in the conventional utterances
language.
of the mass what seems to be a genuine echo of how the ancient
language must have sounded both in Upper and in Lower Egypt;
and this, too, in spite of the fact that the idiom of the church is
orthographically Boheiric. There can be no doubt that in Upper
Egypt the Boheiric is still uttered as if it were Sahidic, i. e. in
accordance with the original Sahidic vocalization.
The following table of the various pronunciations of the names
of the letters of the alphabet' will serve partially to illustrate
this undoubted fact.
Cairo.2
A

Alfa

B

P

Assigt.
l Alfa

Abydos.
A

Luxor.

Assudn.

Alfa

Alfa

Wida

Wida

Witta

Wida

Vida

Gamma

Gamma

Gamma

Gemma

Gamma

For a similar table of the pronunciations of the character-names in
Upper Egypt only, see de Rochemonteix,

La Prononciation

du Copte

dans la Haute ]gypte, Memoires de la Societe linguistique de Paris, vii.
pp. 245-276.
2 The Cairo pronunciations
here given were taken orally from Labib.
I could find no equivalents for many of the pronunciations given in

Steindorff's Koptisehe Grammatik.

I
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a

Delta

Delta

Dalda

F

Ei

Elye

E lye

Dalda
Elye

Eiye

F
SA

SO

So

So

S6

Zita

Sita

Dadi

Zadi

Zada

H

tta

Hida

Hadi

Hada

Hada

e

Thita

Tida

Tatti

Tetta

Titta

t

Iota

K

Kappa

h

Lolaa

M

Mi

Mi

N

Ni

Ni

E

Iksi

(Labib gives Aksi for all Upper Egypt)

0

0

6ti

11

P (bi)

Vi

p

Ra

C

Sima

T

Tav

Da'u

Yr

psllon
Vi

H8
Fi

Fii

Fii

Fii

Ki

Ki

Kei

Ki

Ki

Apsl

Aps

Z

)
X

(
~)
q
b

EpsiApsi
6 (like
Eng. aw)
SMa
FaMl

I6da
Kappa

Kabba

Kabba

Lafla

Lafla

Lola

Mi

Mi

Ni

Ni

Ned

Roi
Sima

Sammi

ps

Roa
Semma

Saima

For -TI)per Egypt au and o

6

For UT)per Egypt se' and sai
Fa
Fa
Fai

FaM

He

e

HaHori
H6ri

X

Ganga

Gandy(

f

{.Egtyima
or Egiima
Di (Didi)

Kabba

ytnHe

HD

H6i
Horl

SAma

Di

Dyandyi
Sima
(Hima)
Del

Dyendya

Dyandya
Sima

Di

Di
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As will be seen from the above comparison, some latitude
exists within the limits of the Sahidic district; a latitude which
probably must not be set down to individual carelessness, but
may perhaps be regarded as a relic of early dialectic variation,
due, possibly, to incomplete assimilation to Sahidic of the primitive local idioms, or to differentiation of the Sahidic itself.
Labib informs me that certain similar variations are noticeable
in the Delta. The modern pronunciation peculiar to the Fayyftm
Oasis also differs from the Cairo style.
Indeed, one has only to
examine the speech of the Moslem fellahin within the borders of
Upper Egypt alone, to, understand that linguistic variation is a
Nor is the explanation of this
characteristic of the Nile life.
phenomenon far to seek. The villages of the Nile have been
until quite recently absolutely separated one from the other; the
only means of communication having been the river-highway,
The average fellah
chiefly used by the professional boatmen.
was, and, to a great extent, still is, chained to the soil, enjoying
little or no intercourse with his brethren of even the nearest
What more natural state of affairs then than the
settlements.
dialectic differentiation which exists very noticeably to-day in the
Nile-land ? The local conditions, which after all have changed
very slightly in the course of centuries, were bound to produce
the greatest variation, first in the early language, and subsequently in the idiom of the Arabian conquerors, which slowly
but surely supplanted the native speech, but which, no doubt,
at once took on just such differentiations as had characterised
the earlier Coptic.
The following examples of differences in the modern pronunciation of the Boheiric Church-Coptic were collected by me at
Cairo, the present centre of the Delta vocalization, and at
Assuan, the southernmost town of the Sa'id (Sahid), or Upper
I have thought it best to analyze speciEgypt, respectively.
mens of current texts, rather than to present comparisons of
isolated words. The Assuan text was cantillated by a priest
into a phonograph.
Gospel of St. John, chapter first:
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nT oyog TTax
3bFN TApXH 1IN TTCAxIt
n
Hen etarchi ]ne epsazi pe f6h
plsazi
Assuzdn. Han diarchi nian bisagi ba walh bisagi
Text.'

Naqxn

Cairo.

nafki

s
bATEN
+

oy0O

NF

haten

ft6h

ne

6oah

na

Evnoidi

hatan Evn6udi

oyNoyd
unaludi
Ounaidi

enafki

TTE

rlcAlT.

4)At

pe
ba

plsazl.

Vai

blsagl.

Vai

(0B NIBENAYa)mw

mNAqXHIC2xENZH bATAN ()+
enafka

iszen

hi

haten Evn6tidi

hov niven

lsgen

ha

hatain Evnoudi

h6v niwan

ATh

atienflf

iawolhit6tf

6uah

atsianyaif

avsopi
atsobi

(
FBO?A
Fnu
ZAt w)nt

MnT
FBo\AZeTOTq
Y0Og AT6Noyq
ev61hit6tf

nafka

empe eh'li spi
emba ah'l iob

evol

hen

awol

hen

w(o)n. NE lON)b nF7E NCTEHb)Tqoyoeg TnNm
)wHETAq
vietaf

sopi.

vifatauf

sobi.

eponh pe ete
Na aonnh b badbi

Ne

enhitf

fth

nihadaf

6Uah

ponh
ende

NF ]OryOlmt INNpIl)MlnT. Oyoe TmToyarNt aqEpOyO)Nt
ne

evt6ini

onhi vifwani

ennir6mi

pe.

tl6h

ennlrmi

ba.

O"ah

TIxaKIt
bFN TnXA&K
oyoe hMTTI
hen
hen

pikaki
bikaki

6toh
o6ah

mpe pkaki
emba pikaki

afierf6ini
pifi6ini
baftwani (wan) affoinl

rTAegq.
estahof.
stauhof.

1 Standard text of the Coptic Gospels published by Labib and recognized by the Patriarch.
2 The following points should be observed in pronouncing the Coptic
transliterations herein given: a = Eng. a in 'hat'; d =- Eng. a in 'father';
6 = Eng. e in 'met'; = German e in geh; i = Eng. i in 'pin'; i = Eng.
i in 'machine'; = Germ. o in 'voll'; 6 = Eng. o in 'bone'; 6 = Eng. aw
in ' awful'; A = Eng. oo in ' fool.' Of the consonants, 6 = ch in ' church ';
ch = German ch in ich; d = th in this'; g = always g in' go ; g : Arabic
; h German ch in ach (to be
p; h = h in ' have'; i = Arabic medial
distinguished from ch, the sound in ich; ? = Eng. sh; t = Arabic J ; th
is always hard, as in 'thin'; - = French j. All other consonants are
pronounced practically as in English. L has the light sound, never the
thick palatal sound of Polish barred t. R is a gentle trill, rather than
the rough Italian trill. Final r in Arabic is almost rs, e. g. kebizr 'big.'
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Extract from Steindorff's Koptische Grammatik,
Text.

Ayxooc

Cairo.

Avgos

ETBF
etve

Asstdn.

1igovs

atwai

Arra Zop
ipa
iba

E
iFN

oya

MTrrqopK oya

eneh

fide

anah

fdid

mpefork
mbif6)rk

XE

p. 1*:

lTTEqXt-6AoX

Hor

ze

mpefzi

Hor

ge

mbifgi

Ade
iAda

295

egcol
sol

MTnqcaZoy oy^s
mpefsahfi
mbafsahft

de
dai

MT7Fq,)AcSE XwpzIC ANAPKH.
hrils
anangkl.
mpefsae
horis
mbiafsage
anagkl.
From a careful examination of the above specimens of modern
Coptic pronunciation, and from the study of further data supplied by Labib and other Coptic experts, the following phonetic
laws seem patent.
A. The Vowels.
The vowels play a most important role in Coptic phonetics, as
In fact, there
they must have done also in the ancient Egyptian.
can be little doubt that their original pronunciation in Coptic has
had an important effect on the modern Egyptian Arabic vernacular, which differs so considerably from the Arabic idioms
of other lands. It has been pointed out by Pritorius, among
others, that the system of additional vowels which prevails to-day
in the Egyptian Arabic is the result of Coptic influence.
There
is, indeed, every evidence to show that this is the case, although
Pritorius' does not state the probable reason for it. It is not
because Coptic ever had such a system of purely phonetic intercalary vocalization, as one might gather from his statements, but
because the Coptic idiom was extremely rich in vowels,2 particularly in final vowels, which gave the tendency to the subsequent
1 ZDMG. lv. p. 146. For the intercalary vowels in Egyptian Arabic,
cf. Spitta, Grammatik des Vulgararabisehen, p. 21; Vollers, Granmmar
of Modern Arabic, ? 20.
2 Some Arabic dialects, for example the Moroccan, are vowel-poor, but
others, again, have intermediate vowels, like the Egyptian. There can
be no doubt, however, that intercalary vowels are more prominent in
Egyptian than in any other Arabic idiom.
VOL.

XXIII.

20
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Arabic-speaking Egyptians to insert, without reference to grammar, a helping, or furtive, vowel in their present vernacular,
whenever a combination of too many consonants should occur.
This peculiarity is seen in such Arabic phrases as the following:
bessi If 'it is enough for me'; 4argi niswdn 'ladies' shawls';
sugli' mtn di 'whose work is this?', etc.
1. Long and short A are represented in both Boheiric and
Sahidic by 4 and a, respectively; thus CAX2 = B. sdzi, S. sdgi
The
'word'; ApXH = B. and S. drchI (Greek) 'beginning.'
=
av in B. (cf. Mod. Gk. av af) and dc in S.;
diphthong Ay
e. g. AYzr?OTT = B. avsopi, S. dasob6 'they have been.' It
should be noted,

moreover,

that AA was used according

to

Stern1 to represent Arabic e in the words AtAANCApOT
-=
'
w.Jt sublimate.'
)'J~Lx ' a sort of gum'; AAtoyCAAT
The e is rapidly disappearing in the present Egyptian Arabic,
especially in Upper Egypt, and it may be expected that in the
In Stern's
course of a century it will have vanished altogether.
of
the Arabic
document A appears frequently as the equivalent
vowel e in the article, i. e. AA = Jl el.
2. 6, which = Boheiric e, appears generally in Sahidic as a;
thus, I'FN =B. hen, S. tean; 1TBF = etve, S. dtwd, etc. It
should be observed that i appears in B. as en, but in S. as ni;
cf. h3HTq = B. enhttf, S. nWhddaf 'in it.' When, however,
it is followed by a second n, this is not the case; e. g. INlp(l)M
= B. and S. enn'rromz. In the same way M = em in both pronunciations, MTT1= B. empe, S. emba. It is curious to note
that pTW(B, the measure of quantity, has become drdAb in the
The combination TTE FTE = B.
Arabic vernacular of Egypt.
In B. the diphthong
in
elision
Sahidic.
becomes
bed4
ete
by
pe
5y is invariably pronounced ev, following the analogy of the
Stern, Ztschr. d. dgyptischen Sprache, xxiii. (1885, pp. 104-120), has
published a highly interesting fragment of a Coptic treatise on alchemy,
in which many Arabic terms denoting metals and chemicals are transliterated in Coptic characters, showing the pronunciation of Arabic in
Upper Egypt at quite an early date (not fixed). It is, however, according to Stern, the oldest exact transcriptionof Semitic sounds.
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Neo-Hellenic, whereas it still retains in S. its probable original
force ed, pronounced as a true diphthong.
A relic of this usage
is still seen in the Egyptian Arabic word ' .ni
sine 'a barn,
store-house', from which we find the denominative stem sauwmn
' to store up.' According to Stern, op. cit., the e-vowel appears
for Arabic Alif in the word XFNOrN
'brazier' = ;j
.
This of course represents the flat pronunciation of the Alif, d,' so
common in modern Syria and Egypt.
3. The vowel n differs strangely in Northern and. Southern
The Upper Egyptian vocalization gives it the value d
Egypt.
in all native words; thus, NAqqXH = B. ndfzci, S. endfkd 'it
was'; NHUCTq=B. enhitf, S. nihadidf'in
it', etc., but retains
the i-value in the Greek ANAPKH = S. dndegk (B. dnangki).
The diphthong Hy is pronounced iv in Lower Egypt and di,
like Ar, in Upper Egypt.
The vowel H is found in Stern, op.
cit., representing the Arabic t-vowel;

cf. ACCFNM,
UpjJe

=

The modern Egyptian Arabic word merisi 'south'arsenic.'
wind' shows the common Boheiric pronunciation.
4. The vowel I is usually pronounced in both sections as i and
z. I find only the variation TFlOrY)1tNI= B. pidl6ini, S. bcdewdgint,
which difference is probably due more to the vagary of the
Assuan cantillator than to actual vocalic differentiation.
5. The vowel 0, long and short, appears in three forms, viz.
as 6 (= Eng. aw), 5, and c, in both dialects; cf. ()t' = B.
0W)TT= B. sopi, S. sobi 'to be';
-Evn6udi, S. Vnou5"d 'God';
lBOA = B. evol, S. dwol, 'out of.' It is curious that Coptic
W0ONT appears in modern Egyptian Arabic as sant 'acacia.'
The diphthong Oy is pronounced in Lower Egypt a (as 00yo
= Goh 'and') except in a few words, as Evnowud^,S. Evn6ddi
' God', but generally in S. ou, as 6udh ' and.' Short 6 also seems
to appear in S. as d in odih ' and', but this may be a freak due
to cantillation.
The Sahidic pronunciation wdaih for this word
arises
from musical causes.
It is interesting to
undoubtedly
observe that MONH ' harbour' has become Minye (place-name)
1 Abbreviation for
()NOrY-
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in Arabic, exhibiting practically an umlaut.
The word NO0
'greatness, size,' has become nqs' in Egyptian Arabic; of. kebir
zg en-na, 'big as a monster.'
This is a common expression.
The word means to the modern Egyptian some sort of a great
In the word AAXAppOOTTE
animal inhabiting the mountains!
The diphfind
00
Arabic
for
we
'siliqua.'
(Stern)
a; 5;a.t
B. avg6s,
thong 00 is a short 6 in both dialects, as AyXOOC
S. dug6s 'they say.' In Cairo, in the combination F0OOr, the
first 0 becomes a under the influence of the following diphthong
out; thus, ieh-4 'day.'
6. The vowel r appears chiefly in diphthongs, as Ay,
yr,
The
tM, and Oy, all of which have been discussed above.
Greek word J]/XH 'soul,' however, is pronounced psik.
7. The long () appears in both pronunciations as 6; cf.
= B. avsopi, S. d&sobi
O)B = B. and S. hov ' work'; A2r0TfT
' they were,' etc. In the Sahidic example given above, however,
lTlOYO(IN becomes bd4wdini, no doubt under the influence of
the cantillation; cf. B. piWo'ini and B. dfero6'in =- S. adfo'ini,
Stern gives the vowel
precisely the same vocalic combination.
(I) as representing Arabic 4; thus ,AAW0tM= halPm ' cheese';
TWDB = Arabic Tab, the fifth Coptic month.
B. The Consonants.
1.

B appears in B. regularly as v and in S. as v at the end of

words and as w between vowels; cf. ZWB = B. and S. hov
Stern's Frag'work,' but N1BEN = B. niven, S. niwdn 'all.'
IIJt 'coal' = AA?BAeM;
ment also represented . by B; thus,
The regular b-sound was represented
JrS ' beans' = A?BOy^.
by Tr q. v., although B sometimes appears in Arabic represented
showing
by .; thus, bdlah 'date' is derived from BF\ZOA,
to
the fact
=
pure b B. This phenomenon was no doubt owing
to
Arabic
that the medial aspirate v is a stranger
phonology,
which accordingly reproduced the sound by b. The same peculiarity is seen in drdeb = SpTOWB'a measure of quantity'; TWBt
' dross.'
= tWb, etc. In Stern also we find JL.xJI- = AtOyBe
2. r occurs chiefly in Greek words as in ANqAPKM= S.
in
Pndgki. The latter pronunciation, g = Arabic p, is quite
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3. a,

like
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usage for pure P, i. e. when it is
Sometimes Coptic P is used for

r, generally occurs in Greek loan-words, although

it appears in a few native words, as
tENOy 'now'; alaoY
' contention,' etc. It is pronounced d in B. and d, like T, in S.;
cf. OY0a = B. 4de, S. dd.1
4. 7. also is a distinctly Hellenic consonant. It is pronounced
like English z in both systems.
5. 0 is pronounced th in Cairo, but t in Upper Egypt; thus,
= B. ethnil, S. dtndil 'future.'
This consonant in S.
FONHOr
is merely a combination consonant for Te, as O =- TE I 'the
manner,' pronounced te. It occurs in Stern as the equivalent of
?; cf. AOOyBFA = JdL.Ji ' dross.'
6. K is pronounced identically in both dialects. It represents
.
J in Stern; thus, AAKIN
= .J
'hammering'; AAKApOOPE
= S)).iLtII 'bottle.'
This is curious, because j is either omitted
entirely in pronunciation, as in Cairo and the vicinity, .ia^
'ibti ' Copt' = qibti, or else it is pronounced as g, especially in
Upper Egypt; thus, ma gidirtis ' I could not.' Its representation in Stern by K seems to show that at the time when this
Fragment was written, J had its true value, i. e. q, in the
Arabic of Egypt; cf: B4ldq = TTIFiAK. Coptic K represents
Ancient Egyptian k and q (Steindorff, Kopt. Gr., p. 18, n. 10).
7. A is uttered identically in both dialects and corresponds
to the light Egyptian Arabic 1. Stern, however, notes that A
J.
represents Arabic r once, viz. in the word AWiO1H1AC
. =) j
8. H and N also differ in no way from , and ij.
9.
5, on the other hand, is a ligature consonant for KC,
It appears chiefly in Greek words.
especially in Sahidic.
10. 1T is pronounced p in Cairo Boheiric, probably owing
to Neo-Hellenic influence, but universally b in Sahidic; thus,
MTTFrqX= B. mpefzi, S. mbefgi 'he does not say.' Note that
tT is B. ep, but S. bi, as in 'TCAXI = B. epsa2i, S. blsdg4. Labib
states, however, that this consonant is heard in the Fayytm
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churches as pure b, which, indeed, must have been its primitive
value in Coptic. We have only to compare the Egyptian Arabic
loan-words; Bdld`q = TT-EAK 'island'; birbe ' ruin' = T-lpTTE
The
elbaq ' land sown with beans' = T2AKF, etc.
'temple';
consonant

TT also represents

AATnoypAT =

the Arabic

in Stern;

.

thus,

AlJ 'alum,' etc.
AOTInF =
It is curious that the name of 1Tin Assuan is Vi, with a strong
medial aspirate.
I was unable, however, to hear this sound in
any word, although it may exist.

yIJ1 'filings';

11. P is identical in both dialects and seems to correspond to
the Egyptian Arabic ); i. e. it is a very gentle trill rather than
the rough Italian trill.
12. C, identical in both pronunciations, has the value of
Arabic rw; thus, TTlCA2t = B. pzsdzi, S. bisdgi 'the word.' It
was, however, used in Stern's Fragment to represent Arabicj,
,o, and yj; thus, a), representing j: ACCEpNMge=
'a sort of gum';
'arsenic'; A2A&AANCApOT=
j~
representing 'o : AAMOyCAAT =
that Lo appears once representing

iJt
Sai,

'sublimate'
as in sant

=

b),

(note
(DONT

'acacia'); c), representing Ly: Cltq = i&.; cf. also merisi=
timsdh = MCAei 'crocodile.'
MApMC 'south-wind';
13. T is pronounced t in the hellenizing Cairene style; thus,
TTEFTE= B. pe ete, but S. beda. Its primitive Upper Egyptian
value preceding a vowel, however, was d. Thus for TApXH
we find Cairo

tdarchi, but S. cldrchi 'the beginning';

= B. enhitf, S. nzhidf

NbHTq

' in it.' In the word
ATE6NOyq = B.

datdnif, S. etsUindydf 'without him,' we find it pronounced as
t before the following 6. In Stern it also represents the final w
T=
pvlt
in AAX1TTpIT =
.JW i ' sulphur'; A2AAANCApOT
'gum',

etc.;

but usually stands for

'treat'; AA2ATIT =
Arabic

uj,

as in aTIAT

14. 4) is always v;
'he who.'

), as in TATTWplt=

-J.U I 'iron,' etc.
= Ud...t

thus,

T

also represents

' white.'

m)ETAq = B. vtetdf,

S. viataf
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15. It is difficult to formulate a rule as regards X.
It is pronounced as hard k in native words; thus, TTIXAKI = B. pikdkk,
S. bikdki; but in foreign words it is generally h or ch; thus,
Greek XC)pIC = B. and S. horis; ApXH = B. and S. drchi.
In Upper Egypt, however, XJjrX is pronounced pstki with k.
In Stern, again, we find X = k: A2XENOyN
zier'; and also X = ': AAXApOOnTT= i
16.

='-0KJ1
' siliqua.'
as 0 = th.

49 is

17. (

a ligature consonant =ps,
is pronounced s in both dialects;

thus,

' bra-

(OTTl= B.

sopl, S. sobt. In <iTAeOq the 0) is pronounced in B. with a
prosthetic vowel; thus, estahof, but S. Wt4d"hf. This, of course,
is due to the juxtaposition of the following t. Stern gives - =
s, as Aia)AC
Jtfl, etc.
=j).

18.

(J =f in Upper and Lower Egypt; NAqxU = B.

ndfki,

S. ndfkd.
In Stern, only the word Clq = I
shows q =
,
which is elsewhere represented by B, q. v.
19. b = h in Cairo and Assuan; thus, bFN = B. hen, S. han
A&TFN= B. hdten, S. 4dtdn 'apud, juxta.'
In some
'in';
of
the Delta it is pronounced ', i. e. k followed by a slight
parts
rough breathing (cf. Rochemonteix, in Memtoires de la Societe
Linguistique de Paris, vii., p. 273).
20. 2< is now pronounced in both dialects exactly like the
Arabic medial C= h; thus, OyoZ = B. do.6h,S. oudCh'and.'
For e1t,

B. has eh'li and S. dh'li, with prosthetic e and d
=
Hori = C appears also in tCA2 e-msdh
=
respectively.
modern Egyptian Arabic timsdah 'crocodile';
but in Stern it
also represents
= jy
, as in ACCFPNl
'arsenic,' and

C: AoAeFP

=)LJ

,'soot.'

21. 2X is by far the most interesting of all the Coptic consonants. Roughly speaking it is equivalent to Arabic ., which,
however, has two distinct pronunciations between Cairo and
Assuan.
Arabic . appears in Cairo and the Delta generally as
g hard, but its palatalization becomes more and more evident as
one journeys southward; thus at AssiSt we hear
as gy, at
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Luxor as dy, and at Assuan practically as dsy. Thus, the word
'camel' is uttered gendl, gye'mel, dyemell, and dsyemnIl,
J~
In the Soudan,
respectively, at the places just mentioned.
Arabic C is plain j (J
=je.me'l), as is the case among some
of the Syrian Bedawin.
Nowhere in Egypt or the Soudan, so
far as I know, is the pronunciation z heard, which is the regular
= zemel).
The Coptic X does
usage in the Syrian towns (correspond exactly to the Egyptian Arabic .
Thus, in Cairo 2Cis pronounced hard g before the vowels a, o, u;
thus, A22COOC = dvgos 'they say'; but before the vowels e,
i it invariably appears strongly palatalized as z, a sound unknown in Egyptian Arabic; thus, 2F = B. ze 'that'; MTTFFqX2
= mp2efz 'he does not say,' etc. In Assuan, on the other hand,
I heard X as g in every position; thus, 2ArOOC = 4dWgos,2- =
ge, M1TFEq2 = mnbfgt, etc. In a number of other places in
not, however,

Upper Egypt, however, 2Cis pronounced dy (cf. the list of the
consonantal names above, according to which even at Assuan
the consonant is named /Dyandya, but I heard it distinctly pronounced hard g). Here again we meet with an element of
the g pronunciation of C is regarded
everywhere in Egypt as the elegant usage, and is accordingly
imitated by educated speakers even in Upper Egypt.
It is
highly probable, therefore, that the priest who cantillated for
me may have purposely given to 2Cthe g-sound, which is apparently unnatural at Assuan.
This entire subject is extremely difficult and is deeply involved
in the question as to the origin of the g-pronunciation of Egypuncertainty,

because

tian .. Did the first Arabic-speaking conquerors of Egypt utter
the . as g or as j ? It is true that g for C is generally regarded
as the primitive pronunciation of the consonant in the early
It is also true that C is still pronounced g in some
Arabic.
parts of Arabia.
According to Wetzstein (ZD1MG. xxii., pp.
the
'Aneza
pronounce
163-4)
. as hard g formed in the front of
the palate, a sound which in some other tribes has developed
into y at the beginning of words and has been palatalized into
dsy at the end of words. This undoubtedly shows, then, that .
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= g is not necessarily a distinctively Egyptian pronunciation.
As to the original pronunciation of .
by the early Arabic
invaders of the Nile-land and their descendants, what are we
to say to Stern's transliteration of -.
'stone' by geA2Ap
and
of
(hasar),
'verdigris'
by ACCNH6Ap (assinsdr)?
)LJt
The consonant Sima 6 is pronounced egd in Cairo with prosthetic
e, and s in Assuan and Upper Egypt generally (only at Abydos
sometimes 4); thus, 60A B. egd6ol, S. sol. For AT&6FOyq,
however, we see B. tdtenzf, S. actsGaindyif. In other words, 6
represents, nearly everywhere, in Egypt, a d- or s-sound. Stern's
transliteration would clearly indicate that at the time when the
Fragment was written .
was uttered either z or j (thus,
= eA6Ap, hasar) and not hard g, which would probably have
appeared as eAXAp, hagaur. But here again we must allow for
The
possible variation in the Egyptian Arabic of that period.
writer of the Fragment may have belonged to a section of
country where ~ was uttered as j or even z, whereas in other
districts it may have been, and probably was, pronounced
hard g.
In view of the many confusing facts in the case, it is practiI believe,
cally impossible to arrive at any certain conclusion.
however, that the hard g-pronunciation of Ganga, peculiar to
both Upper and Lower Egypt, is of Egyptian and not of Arabic
The palatalization of Ganga before e, i in the Delta,
origin.
e. g. Xt = B. ze for S. ge, may be regarded as a local peculiarity.
Furthermore, the present hard g-pronunciation of C, peculiar to
the Delta, but accepted everywhere in Egypt where persons of
education converse, may have had a two-fold origin, viz. first,
an Egyptian one from Ganga = g, which must have influenced
the Arabic vernacular very strongly; and secondly-and
this
must not be overlooked-an
Arabic one, in that some persons,
and perhaps those most influential politically among the
early
Egyptian Arabs, may have pronounced the C as g. It is perfectly clear, however, from the examples in Stern just quoted,
that they did not all do so.
22. T, t = di all over Egypt; thus, (NOYr = B. and S.
In Abydos the consonant is named Dei and is perEvn6odi.
haps pronounced thus.
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The following instances of differentiation between Cairo and
B. ne = S.
Assuan in the text of John i. 1 ff. are interesting:
man (Greek duv); B. epo5n- = S. 4onh (with the indefinite article); B. 6ah jponknne e'vo'ini = S. o6dh ende o5n4i vi^awdini;
B. df9rdloin- = S. ifaodini. These variations, with one exception, are probably not due especially to vagaries of cantillation,
The printed versions of
but arise from slightly differing texts.
the Coptic Scriptures in Egypt are not entirely in agreement
with respect to minor points.
Indeed, one of Labib's chief
objects is to establish by means of his new press a standard
The exception noted above is S.
edition of the Scriptures.
onbi, which plainly shows an enclitic helping vowel, quite after
This I cannot regard as a
the modern Egyptian Arabic style.
The intercalated d in di-drchi
Coptic peculiarity (see above).
a
hiatus in cantillation.
is evidently an attempt to avoid
the
Assuan
air
to which
The tone or
priest sang his verses is
and from the textual
musical
the
from
both
very interesting
its
illustrate
to
order
In
of
view.
singular character, a
point
far
as I am aware, this
So
herewith.
are
of
it
bars
few
given
is the first specimen of Coptic cantillation published in this
country.
It will be noticed that the air begins on the dominant, proceeding almost immediately to the sub-dominant, and then
modulating between the sub-dominant and the flatted domIn the tenth
inant! This is a distinctly Oriental peculiarity.
bar the singer begins a new musical phrase by reverting to the
this is very
It should be observed-and
natural dominant.
the word
after
a
is
which
ninth
the
bar,
pause
strange-that
O"ndidid 'God' (musical pronunciation for Ounoudi), does not
end, but interrupts a sense phrase; thus, oddh na O6nd'id be
bisdgi means 'and God was the word.' This can only be explained by the supposition that the pause was purposely introduced in order to attract attention to the words ba bisdgi 'he
was the word.' The entire chant modulates solely between fnatural and d-flat, i. e., it touches only three notes, being even
more limited in its musical range than the ordinary vernacular
Arabic songs, which usually have a scope of at least five notes.
The chant is sung without instrumental accompaniment.
It is not the purpose of this article to treat of the very considerable influence of Coptic on the sentence construction and
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This,
vocabulary of the present Egyptian Arabic vernacular.
together with the highly interesting subject of the Coptic phonetic treatment of Greek loan-words, must be left to another
paper. It will readily be seen that the study of modern Coptic
phonology is of great importance both for the Egyptologist and
for the general philologist; for the Egyptologist, because only
through Coptic can any knowledge of the vocalization of ancient
Egyptian be arrived at, and for the general philologist, because
we have in the present system of Coptic pronunciation what
apparently practically corresponds to a phonographic echo of a
long dead speech.
Perhaps the closest modern parallel is the
ceremonial use of Old Slavonic in the Slavic churches.
The present article is merely an attempt to illustrate the main
characteristics of the church Coptic as it is uttered in Egypt
The writer has felt himself chiefly hindered by the
to-day.
scantiness of the data which he was able to collect, as well as
In
by the frequent untrustworthiness of Oriental information.
every case, however, where his Coptic instructor seemed uncertain, the statements have been either omitted or given tentaIt is much to be hoped that the writer's efforts in this
tively.
direction will be followed by further investigations on the part
of European and American scholars.

